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Ch 4 IJVM Example
Page 243: “Ideally, we would like to introduce this subject by explaining general principles of 

microarchitecture design. Unfortunately, there are no general principles; every ISA is a special case.”

So...let’s do the small example from Chapter 4 using IJVM, and Mic-1.

Page 266, Figure 4-14: our example in a) Java, b) IJVM assembly, c) IJVM machine lang in hex

Page 262, Figure 4-11: The IJVM instruction set
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Stacks are used for computation, local variables, and method calls

Page 261, Figure 4-10: IJVM memory

Computation example: a1 = a2 + a3 => (a) push a2, (b) push a3, (c) add, (d) store a1

Page 259, Figure 4-9: Using a stack for computation 

Local variable example: (a) 3 local vars in method A, (b) After A calls B, (c) After B calls C, and 

(d) After B and C return and A calls method D

Page 259, Figure 4-8: Using a stack for local variables

Datapath: The hardware on which IJVM will run:
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Page 245, Figure 4-1: Datapath

ALU: Our guy from Ch 3/Program #2. Shifter: shifts bits left or right depending on control bits. 

Registers are:

MAR - Memory Address Register PC - Program Counter, mem addr of next instr

MDR - Memory Data Register MBR - 1 byte reg, aka instr opcode

SP - stack pointer CPP - constant pool pointer

LV - local variable frame pointer TOS - value at the top of the stack

See page 254, Figure 4-6 for the full Mic-1 architecture.
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The connection between IJVM assembly language and microcode is the hex opcode. The hex 
opcode for each IJVM assembly instruction is actually an address in the microcode ROM. That 
address is the location of the first micro-instruction for that IJVM assembly instruction.

The connection between microcode and your datapath is a microinstruction.

Microcode is the glue connecting IJVM opcodes to the Mic-1 microarchitecture. There are many 
micro-instructions for each opcode. The micro-instructions describe the ALU/Shifter/Register 
changes for each cycle.

See page 272-274 for the microcode for Mic-1.

So, follow along… it’s Java -> IJVM assembly -> IJVM hex machine code -> Mic-1 microcode 
instructions -> datapath.
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